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REFERENCE TO PETR GARDYL, TO BELAYEV, AND TO VARIOUS
ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS:

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 626
5 May 1944

Your No. 1799
[15 groups unrecovered]
No. 337.

In the residential building of the PLANT [ZAVOD] [i] a room
has been vacated. I propose that GRID's [GRID] [ii] successor be
settled there [2 groups unrecovered]. [1 group precovered] how
soon he is coming and have been trying to get [1 group] of it from me
because GRIDPEK [RUDUKAJA] [iii] wants to move the manager of the
chancellery in.

No. 338.

[ID Permit] [us] [a] [ID to introduce] into the commission
for checking [3 groups unrecovered] the original money documents of
the OFFICE [KONTORA] [iv] the [1 group unrecovered] [ID confirmed by
you at the time,]

[9 groups unrecovered]

No. 339.

AROSH [STENA] advises that Petr GARDYL having lost touch
with LUKS [LUK] turned to him with the request that he help him get
in touch. Please advise what your opinion is concerning the necessity
of continuing liaison with C.
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In case of a favourable reply we can entrust the liaison to ARTEX, who knows [D% G.] personally.

No. 340.

Your No. 1853 [concerning] [a] "MIKHAYLOV" [•] [•].

This is BELIYAEV an aircraft engine at the STORE [MAGAZIN] [v].

[D% He was recruited a year] ago by ARSENII [ARSENIJ] [vi].

MIKHAYLOV worked at WRIGHT Field is now in the West. Concerning him we have repeatedly written letters and telegrams.

No. 341.

[In reply] [a] to letter No. 1. [4 groups unrecovered] buy for group "a" a lot of instruction materials [4 groups unrecovered] order has been filled by us with the exception of 2 cameras not indicated by you in the first order and [3 groups unrecovered] 1943. Explain whether to fill this order in toto or to go on and buy what was not [4 groups unrecovered] first order.

[New paragraph, 28 groups unrecovered]

No. 342. MAJ [vii].

T.N. [a] Added by translator to complete the sense.

Comment: [1] ZAVOD - the Soviet Consulate in NEW YORK,

[II] GRIMM - Nikolaj Alekseev GOLOVIN,

[iii] DEDESKA - Evgenii Dmitrievich KISELEV,


[vi] ARSENII - Andrej Ivanovich SHVCHENKO.

[vii] MAJ - Pavel PEDOSIMOV.